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Abstract- This paper produces the relevant information 

about DRAM. It describes about DRAM  its working 

and the complexities in designing the DRAM in the sub 
micron level fabrication and the solution for  it with 

reference to the IEEE  papers, US patents and journals 

are discussed. Its also shown about recent innovations 

and advancement in the technology of the DRAM with 

some future product.  
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                          I.INTRODUCTION: 

The solution for providing adequate memory bandwidth 

depends on the system architechture, the application 
requirements and the processor all of which help determine 

the memory type. Each elementary DRAM cells is made up 

of a single MOS transistor and a storage capacitor. Each 

storage cell contains one bit information. This 

charge,however leaks off  the capacitor due to the sub 
threshold current of the cell transistor. Therefore the charge 

must be refreshed several times. A simple DRAM structure 

is shown in fig(1).                                      

                             II.WORKING 

The memory cell is written to by placing a “1” or “0” 

charge into the capacitor cell.  This is done during a write 

cycle by opening a cell transistor and presenting either vcc 

or ground(0v) at the capacitor. The word line(gate of the 
transistor) is then held at ground to isolate the capacitor 

charge. The capacitor will be accessed for either a new 

write or read or refresh.The gates of the memory cells are 

tied to the rows. The read(or write) of a DRAM is done in 

two main steps. The row(x) and the column(y) address are 
presented on the same pads and multiplexed. The first step 

consisting of validating the row address and the second step 

consists of validating the column address. Architecture of 

DRAM and its working is shown in fig(2) and fig(3).  

  A. FIRST STEP-ROW ADDRESS: 

Row address are present on address pads and are internally 

validated by the RAS(row address access)clock. The x 

address select one row through the row decode while all the 
other non selected rows remain at 0v.each cell of the 

selected rows is tied to a sense amplifier.  A sense amplifier 

is a circuit that is able to recogonize if the charge has been 

loaded into the capacitor of the memory cell and to 

translate this charge or lack of charge into 1 or 0. There are 

as many sense amplifiers as there are cells on a row. Each 

sense amplifier is connected to a column(y address). In this 

first step all the cells of the entire row are ready by the 
sense amplifier. This step is long and critical because the 

row has a high time constant due to the fact that it is 

formed by the gates of the memory cell. Also the sense 

amplifier has to ready a very weak charge.  

B. SECOND STEP-COLUMN ADDRESS: 

Following the first step column addresses are present on the 

address pads and are internally validated by the 

CAS(column address access) clock. Each selected memory 
cell has its data validated in a sense amplifier. Column 

access is fast. This step consists of transferring data present 

in the sense amplifier to the Dout  pin through the column 

decode and the output buffer. 

C.REFRESH: 

To maintain data integrity it is necessary to refresh each 

DRAM memory cell. Each row of cells is refreshed every 

cycle. As explained, during the row access step, all the cells  

from the same row are read by the sense amplifier. The 
sense amplifier does two roles. Since it holds the 

information within the cell, it is able to transmit this data to 

the output buffer if it is selected by the column address. 

The sense amplifiers is also able to re-transmit(write) the 
information into the memory cell. In this case it refreshes  

the memory cell. When one row is selected, all the cells of 

that row are read by the sense amplifiers and all these cells 

are refreshed one at a time.      

III FABRICATION PROCESS: 

Semiconductor integrated circuit memory devices store 

memory in the form of charge stored on a capacitor The 

increases in integration density achieved in integrated 

circuits in recent years have been somewhat limited by the 
amount of charge which can be stored in capacitors within 

a given surface area To meet the needs of increased 

integration the amount of charge stored within a given 

surface area of a semiconductor integrated circuit device 

must be increased To increase the amount of charge stored 
by capacitors within a fixed surface area in a memory cell 

the options are 1 reduce the dielectric thickness 2 increase 

the dielectric constant by changing to a different dielectric 

material or 3 increase the surface area of the capacitor The 

first option reducing the thickness of the dielectric layer 
results in increased leakage currents which can reduce the 

memory retention performance and adversely impact the 



reliability of the device Changes to alternate dielectric 

materials require significant process development new 

integration schemes and new technology with a significant 
impact on the cost of production Thus the third option of 

increasing the surface area of the capacitor is the most 

desirable way to increase the amount of charge stored 

within a given surface area. DRAM  requires a specialized 

fabrication process, so they cannot (easily) be mixed with 
regular CMOS logic. The cross section and the layout of a 

simple DRAM process is shown in the fig.(4) and fig(5) 

respectively. 

IV STACKED CAPACITOR METHOD: 

In dynamic semiconductor memory storage devices it is 

essential that the storage node capacitor retain an adequate 

charge or capacitance in spite of parasitic capacitances and 

noise that may be present during circuit operation. As is the 
case for most semiconductor integrated circuitry, circuit 

density is continuing to increase at a fairly constant rate. 

The issue of maintaining storage node capacitance is  

particularly important as the density of DRAM arrays 

continue to increase for future generations of memory 
devices. The ability to densely pack storage cells while 

maintaining required storage capabilities is a crucial 

requirement of semiconductor manufacturing technologies  

if future generations of expanded memory array devices are 

to be successfully manufactured. One method of 
maintaining, as well as increasing, storage node 

capacitance in densely packed memory devices is through 

the use of "stacked storage cell"[1] design. With this 

technology, two layers of conductive material, such as poly 

crystalline silicon (poly silicon or poly) are deposited over 
an access device on a silicon wafer with a dielectric layer 

sandwiched between each poly layer. A cell constructed in 

this manner is  known as a stacked capacitor cell (STC). 

Such a cell utilizes the space over the access device for 

capacitor plates, has a low soft error rate (SER) and may be 
used in conjunction with inter-plate insulative layers having 

a high dielectric constant. The fabrication cross section of 

the stack capacitor is shown in fig(6) and fig(7) 

respectively. The cross section of a DRAM made by 

HITACHI by this stack capacitor concept is shown in 
fig(8).Since capacitor is a storage device the p roblem of 

stacked capacitor arises when we go for the sub micron 

level fabrication. Therefore for sub 100nm technologies, a 

cylinder capacitor[2] structure utilizing the inner and outer 

cylinder surface area and a cup capacitor[2] structure can be 
used. The cup structure delievers only half of the capacitor 

area at the same aspect ratio. At  50nm a cylinder capacitor 

of 0.8nm and height of 1.7um are required. For a cup 

capacitor the surface area is reduced by nearly a factor of 

0.6. The submicron level cross section of stacked capacitor 

is shown in fig(9).  

V.TRENCH CAPACITANCE: 

Trench capacitors[3] have gained in popularity in recent 
years they provide a structure that dramatically increases  

the amount of charge stored per semiconductor substrate 

surface area. As the depth of the trench increases so too 

does the amount of charge stored within a fixed surface 

area. The technique of increasing the capacitor area for a 

trench capacitor by creating deeper trenches is limited 

however by manufacturing costs associated with the silicon 
etch processes involved in deep trench formation. The 

technique is also limited by the processing technologies  

available for forming a capacitor within the deep trench 

once the trench is formed. As the aspect ratio of a trench 

capacitor increases the depth of the trench increases relative 
to the width it becomes increasingly difficult to form a 

capacitor within the trench formation of the capacitor 

within the trench generally requires manufacturing a plate 

within the trench adding a dielectric within the trench and 

then adding another plate within the trench. The inability to 
control the processes required to produce such structures 

within a trench is exacerbated as critical dimensions shrink 

In addition such processes further complicate the 

implementation of using deeper trenches to increase 

capacitance. An attractive method for increasing the 
amount of charge stored within a given size trench and also 

the memory stored involves the use of a capacitor plate or 

plates which contain textured surfaces. A textured surface 

increases the amount of exposed effective charge storing 

area within a given cross sectional area Thus it is desirable 
to produce a capacitor in which the depth of the trench is 

maximized and the texture of the capacitor plate on which 

the dielectric is deposited is also maximized. The cross 

section of trench capacitor is shown in fig(10).  Fig(11) and 

fig(12) shows the DRAM developed by IBM and 
SAMSUNG with this trench capacitance concept.For the 

submicron level, the array performance and the signal 

voltage, the trench resistance and the capacitance  

equivalent oxide thickness of the capacitor dielectric has to 

be reduced.fig(13) shows the cross section view of a 

submicron level trench capacitor. 

 

VI RECENT INNOVATIONS IN DRAM: 

A new anhydrous hydrogen fluoride (AHF)[4] vapor-phase 

etch process, dramatically reduces the number of process 
steps for fabrication of complex three-dimensional device 

structures, including cylindrical capacitors for 256-Mbit 

and 1-Gbit DRAMs. Controlling process temperature, HF 

concentration, and vapor flow, the process enhances natural 

etch-selectivity differences of doped and undoped oxides. 
Fabrication of a cylindrical capacitor involves, in part, 

depositing polysilicon around a core of patterned doped-

oxide structures built on a dense dielectric oxide layer . The 

key process step removes the doped oxide, to leave the 

polysilicon structure, without etching the underlying oxide, 
which is not protected by a mask layer. 

The needed advance has come in the form of an oxide-etch 

process that selectively removes the doped oxide in one 

process step. This reduces the total number of process steps 

used to form cylindrical capacitors to five or six, far fewer 
than with conventional processes. Selectivity between 

doped and undoped oxides, which is the key to such 

processing, must be at least 400:1. Even higher selectivities  

will be required for future applications. Selectivity >1000:1 

is possible with AHF vapor processing 

http://www.patentgenius.com/patent/5262343.html


SiO2 + 4HF ---> SiF4 + 2H2O 

 

VII  ADVANCEMENTS IN DRAM: 
DRAMs evolved from the earliest kilobit(Kb) generation to 

the gigabit(GB) generation through advancement in both 

semiconductor process and circuit design technology. 

Tremendous advances in process technology have 

dramatically reduced feature size, permitting ever higher 
levels of integration. The first generation of DRAM 

witnessed only 1KB memory. It then gradually increased to 

4KB-64MB in the second generation and then now to 1GB 

with Synchronous DRAM(SDRAM) coming into existence. 

The advancement doesn’t stop with this as there evolved 
advancement in SDRAM featuring to DDR 

SDRAM(double data rate) DDR2,DDR3,DDR4 and now 

INTEL to introduce DDR5[5] with its i7 processor. 

 

VIII  LEADING VENDORS IN DRAM: 

   Elpida memory, Hynix, Kingston, Micron, Mosel Vitelic 

corporation. 

IX LIST OF FIGURES: 

 

Fig(1)- Simple DRAM 

 

Fig(2) Architecture of DRAM 

 

Fig(3) Working of DRAM 

 

Fig(4): Cross section of DRAM 



 

Fig(5) Layout of DRAM 

 

Fig(6) Fabrication of stack capacitor 

 

Fig(7) Cross section of stack capacitor 

 

Fig(8) Cross section of the HITACHI DRAM using stack 

capacitor. 

 

Fig(9) Sub micron level stacked capacitor 

 

Fig(10) Trench capacitor 



 

Fig(11): Cross section of IBM/SIEMENS 64 bit DRAM 

using trench capacitor 

 

Fig(12) Cross section SAMSUNG 644 bit DRAM using 

trench capacitor 

 

Fig(13) Cross section view of a 70nm trench capacitor 
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